11th May 2017

To Whom it May Concern

With respect to the current consultation on the future of low risk products, in particular
Homeopathy.
I strongly believe Homeopathy is safe and effective, as it has helped my patients, my family
and myself resolve illnesses on many occasions. It has helped clear viruses and bacteria
more effectively than any orthodox pharmaceutical medicine without any side effects. I
have cleared parasites with Homeopathy. I use it in all my health ailments with success.
I have read scientific research on homeopathy and find that your consideration of the
materials available is incomplete. The NHMRC report on homoeopathy – currently being
reviewed by an ombudsman due to irregularities which indicate bias against finding positive
evidence for homoeopathy, is not a sound base for the TGA to make therapeutic decisions
upon. There is actually plenty of scientific research that proves it is safe and effective
treatment for illness, as provided on this website https://www.hri-research.org/.
The TGA’s role is to protect public safety, not to make value judgements on faulty evidence.
Unlike vaccines and other western medicine drugs, it does not cause neurological injuries
such as encephalitis, Guiliano barre syndrome, MS, Acute Flaccid Paralysis and numerous
other conditions. Yet vaccines are still allowed and recommended?! You will never find a
study where a patient has over dosed and died from any form of homeopathy, you will
however find countless overdoses from western medicine.
The Swiss did their own independent investigation of the available evidence and as a result
of the outcome, incorporated homoeopathy into their public health care system! This in
itself shows that Homeopathics are safe and effective. Homeopathics are extensively used
in India with great success. Millions of people successfully use homoeopathy worldwide.
And Homeopathy is proven to be safe and effective.
As mentioned in this current consultation, it is a LOW RISK, SAFE AND EFFECTIVE therapeutic
intervention. It is my right as an Australian citizen and human being to access Homeopathy
to improve my health.
As Homeopathy is the safest of any medicine, I choose Option 1 to keep Homeopathy
regulated as it is. I strongly oppose option 3 and 4, and choose to protect my rights to access
Homeopathy.

I sincerely hope that reason, good judgement and true science prevail in this case and
homoeopathy remains regulated as a therapeutic treatment available to all Australian’s.
I strongly urge you to keep Homeopathy regulation the way it is.

Yours sincerely

